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My approach
To provide an ethical assessment on how disaster research diversity affects RECs.
Background sources:

Insights from the COST Disaster Bioethics project years.


Interpret some results of our study on disaster research ethics guidelines



Incorporate Hunt M. et al.’s results: „Ethical implications of diversity in disaster research”





Interpret from a double perspective: I’m a member of the central REC in Hungary, but also an
academic focusing on research ethics.
I’m not an expert in the field of disaster research, but I regard disaster research ethics issues
as important door that opens up unseen areas of research ethics, („ethical issues when nothing
is normal”)

Some introductory comments on the academic
literature of disaster research ethics

Disaster research is a wide and overlappig concept:





Research in public emergency



Clinical research conducted on emergency patients,



Research in undeveloped countries, resource poor settings.



Disaster research v. research in disasters

To improve disaster management we need evidence…

Diversity of disasters and disaster research

Disciplines

Effects on people,
infrastructure, low
resource setting

•
•
•
•

Biomedical
Psychological
Sociological
Mathematical

Diversity of disasters

Goals

Researchers

• Improve
disaster
response
• Improve
medical
knowledge

• NGO
• Academic
• Fp. Company

Phases &
participants

Where? When?

Who?

What?

How?

Why?

Disaster research ethics:
is it something special?
Should we treat disaster research as an exception to our common research ethics
framework?
 It might be special, because:






Normal REC procedure is not adequate
Higher vulnerability of participants
Higher risk of therapeutic misconception
Conflicting priorities between Care v. Research
Non-local researchers, foreign institutions




New ethical issues? Partly yes
New ethical principles? No
New procedure for ethics review? Yes


RECs should be prepared on how to proceed in such situations

Core ethical requirements for clinical trials
+ collaborative partnership in developing country trials
1.

Social value

2.

Scientific validity

3.

Selection of subjects

4.

Risk-benefit ratio

5.

Independent review

6.

Informed consent

7.

Respect for subjects

Emanuel EJ et al. What makes clinical research ethical

Issues to consider for RECs n.1
n1. Reconsider the
national/international REC system:
Quick

Flexible

Stringent

Proper review procedure
in disaster research: FQS



Do we have an plan for emergency
review?



Is it legally recognized?



Does it have enough felxibility?



Do we have clear and easily
applicable hierarchical risk
categorization for research studies?

Issues to consider for RECs n.2.
n.2. Reconsider the available and
potential REC procedure modalities:


• Activities that fall outside the
Excluded scope of regulation

How they might serve FQS ethical
review?

• Low risk, less then minimal
Exempt



How some sample disaster
research scenarios would fit into
the available REC procedures?

•Minimal risks
Expedited



The case of prefab ethics review:
Generic research protocol? Preapproval review?

• Risks
Full review

Issues to consider for RECs n.3.
N.3. Available guidelines & recommendations:











Tri-Council Policy Statement (Canada, 2010). Ethical conduct for research involving humans.
Research ethics review during publicly declared emergencies.
WGDRE (2007): Statement on ethical issues in disaster related research – a developing world
perspective
Schopper D, Upshur R, Matthys F, Singh JA, Bandewar SS, et al. (2009) Research Ethics Review
in Humanitarian Contexts: The Experience of the Independent Ethics Review Board of Médecins
Sans Frontiéres. PLoS Med 6(7).

Tansey CM et al. (2010) A framework for research ethics review during public emergencies.
CMAJ, Oct. 5. 182(14).
Update on the CIOMS, guidelines (2016?)

Issues to consider for RECs n.4.
n.4. Disaster research participants & the concept of vulnerability:


Guidance documents



Legal requirements



Research approval limited



Extra justification is needed




Inflation of vulnerability might result in decreasing disaster research.
Cautious and reflective understanding of vulnerability in disaster settings.

Our STSM & disaster research ethics guidelines team

Thank you for your attention!

